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Body language
Effective use of gestures, especially with the hands, for emphasis of important

points makes your presentation easier to understand.  Lack of body language

sends the wrong signal.

In international meetings, many of the participants may not be native English

speakers.  This means no one expects your English to be perfect, but at the

same time it makes making yourself understood is not easy.  Body language

helps people follow your points and understand what you are saying.

This non-verbal communication should always reinforce your points.  This means

you need to practice your presentation in order to get your words and body

language, as well as your slides, all lined up.  The wrong body language can

confuse people and can body language at the wrong time.
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Don’t overuse body language.  Use more at important points and less at less

important points.  Your body language should show you are confident and

relaxed, but remember to always stay professional and never slip into informality

or extreme gestures.

Make eye contact with members of the audience and spread that contact around.

Do not center your attention on someone you feel is supportive or listening

closely, rather try to make eye contact with everyone.  This will help everyone

feel involved with your presentation.
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Important parts of body language

Facial expression: smiles and frowns are universally understood by all of us from

infancy.  Make sure your facial expressions match the information being

presented.  In your presentation, be sure to include some moments where you

can express a relaxed expression, which makes the audience also feel

comfortable.
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Facial expressions can confuse the audience if they are not positive and related

to the presentation.  Especially distracting are expressions that suggest the

presenter is not happy making the presentation.  Although being nervous is

normal, expressing unhappy feelings can make the audience very uncomfortable.

The most common error of presenters is to avoid contact with the audience.  This

can include hiding behind a computer or a podium, looking somewhere else, or

simply not facing the audience at all.  Everyone knows this mistake when they

see someone else do it, but it is hard to know when you do it yourself.
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Hand movement can show when profits are rising or when revenue is declining.

Hand gestures can emphasize when a point is vital and when one point links to

another.  Effective use of the hands are key to body language in a presentation.

Overuse or extreme hand gestures confuse people and look silly.  Try to use

more hand gestures but stay conservative.
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Reading a presentation directly from notes makes your talk very boring.  Even if

the speaker is not reading directly from notes, the audience can easily become

bored.  Moving away from the podium and toward the audience gets everyone’s

attention and makes a presentation much more personal and exciting.  Walking

around the room, while speaking, shows a strong command of the topic as well

as openness toward the audience.

Standing, as well as sitting, positions signal your interest in the topic as well as

self confidence.  Try to have good posture without looking too nervous.
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Practice your presentation in a mirror to perfect your facial expressions and body

language.  This kind of practice helps you see just how many expressions you

are capable.  Without practice, the expressions to show to an audience may not

have the meaning you intended.

By far, the best way to practice for a presentation is to record yourself with a

video camera (camcorder).  Looking at yourself on video is not easy because it

feels embarrassing.  Try to think of the person on the video as someone else, not

yourself, and be critical of where the body language doesn’t work and how

improvements can made.  After making some improvements, record yourself

again and then ask some friends to give you feedback.  Ask them to be honest

and help you improve.
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Facial Expressions

Friendly smile: often used at start of a
presentation and when making contact
with the audience.

Serious statement: used when presenting
important points, facts, lists, or other
factual information.

Emphasizing statement: used when
placing a strong emphasis on some
information that can be strongly positive,
strongly negative, or simply important.

Negative emphasis: used to reinforce that
the information spoken is not good, has a
negative meaning, or simply is not liked
by the speaker.

Thinking: used to introduce a pause that
precedes an important point, show the
speaker takes the next point very
seriously, or convey a generally
contemplative feeling.
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Body Language

Friendly start: used while waiting to begin,
including a relaxed stand and even some
friendly contact with the audience.

Look relaxed in posture with hands and
legs generally bent.

Making a point: used when main points
are being covered, when lists are recited,
or when conclusions are stated.

Use hands to show a strong forward
motion or point to your points on a slide.

Thinking: used between points or as a
pause before an important point.

Keep facing the audience and relax your
head, using the arms to reflect you are
listening or thinking.


	INCLUDE YOUR PRESENTATION GRADING SHEET
	FROM SLIDES

	1)
	Numbers
	Numbers
	Decimals 3.64 (three point six four)
	Percentages 76% (seventy-six percent) 32.84% (thirty-two poi
	Totals the total is. . . that comes to. . . for a total of. 
	Fractions one half, one third, one quarter, one twelfth
	Math symbols + plus, - minus or negative, (. . .) loss, X or
	Approximations adj.: rough, very near, estimated, relative; 
	Rates & ratios 1 per 250 units; 1 out of 250 units; 1 in 250


	2)
	Use of Signals
	Introducing subject
	. . . I’m going to talk about . . .

	Referring to
	First of all, let’s look at . . .
	As you can see from the graph . . .

	Sequencing
	The next quarter showed continued growth . . .
	We can also see this trend in the Asian division . . .

	Changing topic
	Finally, let’s look . . .
	Now, if we turn to . . .
	This is in contrast to the most recent quarter . . .

	Concluding
	In conclusion . . .


	Companies
	3)
	Describe current projects
	currently, presently, at the moment, as of last year, we now

	Exchange numerical information
	nearly, equal to, three times, great majority, next largest 

	Ask/answer questions about facilities
	how do you, what do you think of, could you explain, what ar
	first, second, most importantly, what I can tell you is, tha


	4)
	Trends
	Upward movement
	rise, increase, go up, climb

	Downward movement
	fall, drop, decline, decrease

	Stable (no change)
	level, is stable, remains stable

	Fluctuate (change)
	fluctuate, peak, movement in a narrow range

	Intensifiers & softeners
	fictional, marginally, a degree
	slightly, a little, a bit
	somewhat, clearly
	considerably, substantially, significantly
	a great deal, far, much, dramatically

	Rates of change
	gradual, steady
	dramatic, sharp, rapid, dangerous, soar, dive


	Trends
	Make sure you understand the trends before talking about the
	Look at the numbers, not just the charts
	Describe changes in finance
	fell, rose, increased, decreased, went down

	Analyze figures & give reasons for changes
	spent, lost, gained, invested, borrowed, took, gave, cost, s

	Growth of MNC (Multinational Company)
	market share, market penetration, distribution, agreement, j



	5)
	Comparison, contrast & similarity
	Comparison (the 2 topics must be very clear!)
	higher /lower than, larger/smaller than, the highest/lowest,
	Intensifiers & softeners
	much, a great deal, rather, considerably, slightly, far, a l


	Contrast (the 2 topics must be very clear!)
	although, despite, in spite of the fact that, whereas, howev

	Similarity (the 2 topics must be very clear!)
	both, like, the same is, is similar to, neither . . . nor, s


	Comparing Information
	Sales report
	Sales is the volume and type of product sold to customers
	Sales do not mean profit
	High sales may not equal good news

	Economic performance in different countries
	MNCs operate in many countries
	Explain clearly the status of different countries

	Statistical representations
	Numbers in presentations confuse people
	Listing the numbers may be important
	Show the numbers in ways people can understand
	percentages
	ratios
	ranks



	6)
	Reference Words
	Pronouns (and other reference words) must have a clear noun 
	Words like: its, whose, that, which, they, this, those, each

	It is best to avoid using many of these words
	Try using the noun, or a synonym for the noun
	our company, the firm, the business, etc.

	Being clear is very important, even when the subject content

	7)
	Planning
	Quantity
	While you may not know all the number before you begin, a bu

	Predictions
	Giving exact figures here may make people think you are not 
	Predicting trends is more helpful than exact numbers

	Advice
	Tell what should be done in context of “if you want X you ca

	Schedule
	Time is one of the most important factors in business
	Exact dates are less important than time frames (starting/en
	Often use the year and Quarter 99Q3


	Example of planning (bad news)
	1998 EXPECTATIONS
	As indicated in the above comments, we continue to drive tow
	1.We expect sequential increases in revenue from the second 
	2.We expect significant margin improvement for the third qua
	In addition to an increase in our sales mix of higher priced

	8)
	Forecasting
	When talking about events in the future, you need to explain
	Certain: 100% chance to happen, there is no doubt
	definitely, I am sure, bound to, certainly, no other way

	Probable: Likely to happen (it can happen and looks like it 
	probably, should, likely, highly likely, likelihood, likelih

	Possible: can happen (remember that almost anything is possi
	could, possible, may, a chance, could be, is a possibility

	Improbable: Not likely (it can happen but looks like it will
	unlikely, doubtful, very small chance, not seen before

	Impossible: 0% chance to happen, there is no doubt
	not a chance, never, not even . . ., unheard of, unprecedent


	While it is not at all certain, we think it is highly probab
	Although it is not impossible, we think it is highly unlikel

	9)
	Cause, effect & purpose
	All these words show a result from an action
	so, in order to, because, since, due to, this means, leading

	Purpose: the reason or underlying data
	Cause: the event
	Effect: the result
	Prices were reduced in order to deal with increased price co

	10)
	Tackling Problems
	Consequences
	Explaining results is often done in the context causes
	If good things resulted, they are explained as part of a pla
	If bad things resulted, they are explained as not part of a 
	Bad results are often explained in the context of outside (e
	“Increased price pressures from competitors caused lower pro


	Explain problems
	It is most important to make the core of the problem clear
	This sometimes may mean taking responsibility for the proble
	If the cause of a problem is not made clear by the speaker, 


	Video Presentation (pre)
	Company
	Westwood Brewery, London.
	Old firm that makes beer in traditional way
	Slowing sales
	Created PR (Public Relations) position to improve image

	Presenter
	Joanna Brookes, new PR Manager
	Responsible for changing firm’s image

	Audience
	Top management
	Meeting to discuss corporate image of firm

	Presentation
	Joanna is late; got the date wrong
	Begins meeting with a short presentation


	Video Presentation
	Complete a presentation checklist (p7)
	How did she do?
	Watch Joanna’s presentation again
	What are Joanna’s main points?
	What was the worst part of Joanna’s presentation?


	Using time to organize (Tape)
	Video Presentation (pre)
	Company
	Standard Electronics
	Innovative high technology firm

	Presenter
	Geoff Maxwell, factory manager
	Filling in for Sarah Peters who is ill today

	Audience
	Business people who are touring the plant
	Before the tour, visitors watch a presentation

	Presentation (two versions)
	1. Geoff is not happy about filling in (he is too busy)
	2. Georr is well prepared


	Video Presentation
	What does Geoff include in his introduction? (p12)
	Version 1 Version 2�not clear history�no organization main m

	View version 2 again
	point out each time he uses one of the introduction points

	Presentation introductions follow patterns that everyone is 
	Do not deviate from accepted texts
	Base your text on what you have heard others say


	Video Presentation (pre)
	Company
	Standard Electronics
	Innovative high technology firm

	Presenter
	Geoff Maxwell, factory manager
	Filling in for Sarah Peters who is ill today

	Audience
	Business people who are touring the plant
	Before the tour, visitors watch a presentation

	Presentation (two versions)
	1. Geoff is not happy about filling in (he is too busy)
	2. Georr is well prepared


	Video Presentation
	Geoff Version 1
	What kind of organization is he using?

	Geoff Version 2
	What are his three main points? (history, main markets peopl

	Effective presentation of a point
	Introduce it, say it, say it in other words (shorter)
	Do not repeat the same thing twice


	Video Presentation (pre)
	Organization
	Association of International Management (AIM) conference

	Presenter
	Dr. Linden, management psychologist
	Presenting a research paper

	Audience
	Management experts
	Attending an international conference, they can choose from 

	Presentation
	Dr. Linden is reporting on research results
	Research involves leadership styles and international survey


	Video Presentation
	Note Dr. Linden’s use of good language skills (p25)
	Version 1 Version 2
	Which version is most effective?


	Using time to organize (Tape)
	Video Presentation
	Note Joanna’s use of visual aids (p30)
	Version 1 Version 2
	Which version is most effective?

	Create a visual aid with care
	Don’t be too cute! Don’t be too complex & slick


	Video Presentation (pre)
	Organization
	Academic Management Institute (AMI)
	Funded by government funds
	Facing budget cuts

	Presenter
	Dr. Linden, management psychologist
	Responsible for budget; must discuss budget cuts

	Audience
	Members of AMI staff; they are worried about job cuts

	Presentation
	Dr. Linden wants to point out and discuss options


	Video Presentation
	Watch version 1 & 2 with NO SOUND
	Complete checklist on p37
	Version 1 Version 2
	Which version is most effective?

	Watch video of news NO SOUND
	Try to guess what the topic is


	Body language examples (Tape)



